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Characteristics of slow and fast ion dynamics in a lithium metasilicate glass
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Molecular dynamics simulations of lithium metasilicate (Li2SiO3) glass have been performed. The motion
of lithium ions is divided into slow~A! and fast~B! categories in the glassy state. The waiting time distribution
of the jump motion of each component shows power law behavior with different exponents. Slow dynamics are
caused by localized jump motions and the long waiting time. On the other hand, the fast dynamics of the
lithium ions in Li2SiO3 are characterized as Le´vy flight caused by cooperative jumps. Short intervals of jump
events also occur in the fast dynamics in the short time region. Both the temporal and spatial terms contribute
to the dynamics acceleration and the heterogeneity caused by these two kinds of dynamics is illustrated. The
slow dynamics characteristics of the ‘‘glass transition’’ and in the ‘‘mixed alkali effect’’ are discussed.
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PACS number~s!: 89.80.1h, 66.10.Ed, 66.30.Dn
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamical processes in disordered media differ fro
simple Brownian motion. The slow dynamics characteriz
by a smallg8 (,1) value of the mean square displaceme

~MSD! ^R2(t)&;tg8 is usually observed near the glass tra
sition temperature in many systems and is explained by
continuous time random walk~CTRW! method, which has
been extended to the dynamics on fractal structures@1,2#.
The slow dynamics is also characterized by a stretched
ponential„;A exp@2(t/t)b#… decay (a relaxation!. In our
previous studies, smallg8 values and smallb (,1) values
were observed for the motion of lithium ions in a lithiu
metasilicate glass@3,4#. Lithium ions showing single jumps
were found to be localized due to a locally low dimension
path@4,5# and long waiting times also contributed to the slo
dynamics of the component. Theg8 andb values depended
on the geometrical correlation of successive jumps and
waiting time distribution of the jump motions. Thus bo
spatial~geometrical! and temporal terms affect theg8 andb
values. On the other hand, a component showing acceler
dynamics withg8.1 was found in the motion of Li ions
We have found that the cooperative jumps~simultaneous
jumps of neighboring ions or occurring within several pic
seconds before the relaxation of the jump sites! cause accel-
eration since the site needed for the backward jump of
first ion after a cooperative jump is already occupied by
second ion@4,5#. The fast dynamics has been characteriz
as a Lévy flight @2#, since power law distribution of the dis
placements and that of the number of atoms participatin
the cooperative jumps were observed@4,5#. These distribu-
tions are also related to the geometry of the jump motions
the present work, attention is focused on the temporal t
of the accelerated dynamics to determine if the dynamics
be understood by an extended CTRW. Additional feature
the dynamics such as heterogeneity were also examined.
roles of the temporal and spatial terms in the glass transi
problem and in the ‘‘mixed alkali effect’’@6–10# are dis-
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cussed. Factors affecting the dynamics are important
only for the understanding of these glasses but also in
design of high conductivity materials.

II. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed in t
same way as in previous studies@3–5,9–13#. The numbers of
particles in the basic cube were 144 Li, 72 Si, and 216 O
Li2SiO3. The volume was fixed as that derived by anNPT
~constant pressure and temperature! ensemble simulation
The glass transition temperature was approximately 830
Pair potential functions of the Gilbert-Ida type@14# and r 26

terms were used. The parameters of the potentials used
previously derived on the basis ofab initio molecular orbital
calculations@13# and their validity was checked in the liquid
glassy, and crystal states under constant pressure condit
A run, up to 1 ns~250 000 steps!, was performed for the
Li2SiO3 system@4,5# at 700 K.

Analysis of the jump motion

The number of jumps for each ion were counted. D
placement greater than 1/2 of the distance of the first m
mum of the pair correlation functiong(r )Li-Li was taken as a
jump, with the atom coordinates averaged over several p
seconds to remove the effect of small displacements@3#. The
particles showing a squared displacement less than
squared distance at the first minimum ofg(r )Li-Li are defined
as typeA. Namely, the ion is located within neighboring site
during a given timeT. Particles showing a squared displac
ment greater than the squared distance at the first minim
of g(r )Li-Li are defined as typeB and contribute to the long
time dynamics. Two kinds of definitions of typeA andB are
used in this work since the difference ofA andB depends on
theT and time windows used. In definition I, a time windo
is not used andT51 ns.~This definition is the same as tha
used in previous work@4#.! The number of particles of type
A andB were 76 and 68, respectively. In definition II, a tim
6962 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRE 59 6963CHARACTERISTICS OF SLOW AND FAST ION . . .
window of 80 ps~100 points of initialt) is used and typesA
and B are distinguished by the values of the averag
squared displacement over 920 ps. With this definition,
number of particles ofA andB types were 85 and 59, respe
tively. The differences caused by these definitions will
discussed later. The time window used in the definition
was not so wide as to hide dynamic heterogeneity in
glass.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Separation of time and space aspects

In previous works on Li2SiO3 @4,5,11#, the dynamics of
the lithium ions were found to divide into two types in th
glassy state. The plot of displacements of Li ions aga
jump angles between successive jumps~measured using a
fixed scale during 1 ns at 700 K! showed clearly two regions
~cf. Fig. 6 in@4#!. The component aroundu/2p50.2 meant a
larger forward correlation probability of jumps, while th
component at aroundu/2p50.5 indicated a larger back cor
relation probability of jumps. Since many particles keep th
characteristics for a fairly long time in a glassy state,
have divided the particles into typesA ~slow dynamics! and
B ~fast dynamics!. TypeA particles are located within neigh
boring sites during a 1-ns run and therefore do not contrib
to diffusion or the dc but can contribute to the ac. Su
particles show only single jumps and tend to return to th
original sites due to low dimensional local paths. On t
other hand, typeB particles can go to second neighborin
sites or to further sites by cooperative jump motions a
thereby contribute to the long time diffusive dynamics
using three dimensional jump paths@4#. This situation differs
from that in the liquid state where no particle can be loc
ized for a long period. The typeB dynamics also differs from
that in the liquid state, where the motion of particles can
usually described by Gaussian dynamics. Since displa
ments of particles show a power law distribution in t
longer r region, the accelerated dynamics caused by the
operative jumps was characterized as a Le´vy flight @2#. We
plan to discuss the non-Gaussian character of such mo
elsewhere. The large forward correlation probability~re-
stricted angles of jump motion! and the power law distribu
tion of characteristic jump lengths for the jump motions a
the criteria of the Le´vy flight dynamics. Mean square dis
placementsR2(t) of typesA andB are shown in Fig. 1. Here
the values are averaged using a time window of 80 ps
smoothing~definition II!. In a similar plot in our previous
work @4#, the squared displacements were averaged only
the particle numbers and that result was for a givent0 value
~definition I!. Use of a larger time window diminishes th
statistical error; however, differences of typesA and B be-
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come unclear due to the exchange between localized mo
and diffusive motion. In a previous paper@11# we proposed a
method to separate the time and space exponents in
MSD, which is applied here to analyze the characteristics
typesA andB. The slopes thus obtained, in the region fro
50 to 300 ps, are given in Table I for both definitions.
temporal term was obtained by plotting the accumula
number of jumps against time. Here, by definition I, t
slope for the temporal term of the typeA ion was about 1,
while that of the spatial term was smaller than 1. Therefo
the behavior of these typeA ions in this time region is
mainly characterized by a geometric factor~backward corre-
lation of the jump motion!. On the other hand, the slopes
typeB ions for spatial and temporal terms are greater than
This means that the acceleration is related to both ter
These distinctions are still clear using definition II.

B. Waiting time distribution

The large slopes for the space terms, shown in Table I,
type componentB ions can be explained by the forward co
related motion of successive jumps caused by coopera
jumps. The large slope~larger than 1! of the time dependen
term of type B ions means that the jump interval of th
successive jumps tends to be shorter than the previous j
interval. Some examples of the time development of d
placements of typeB Li ions during 1 ns are shown in Fig. 2
The time interval between jumps seems to become sho
when the successive jumps occur~for example, see the 100–
400 ps region of the top and next to the top cases in Fig.!.
To confirm these characteristics the distribution of jump
tervals for typesA andB during 1 ns were plotted~Fig. 3!.
The log-log plot was linear. That is,f(t), the probability of
the interjump intervals, has the probability

f~ t !;at2(g11). ~1!

The slopes for typesA and B using definition I were
21.87(g50.87) and22.13(g51.13), respectively. These

FIG. 1. Mean squared displacements of Li ions in Li2SiO3 for
typesA andB at 700 K:A, lower curve;B, upper curve.
TABLE I. Contribution of temporal and spatial parts to the MSD in Li2SiO3 in the region 50–300 ps.
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6964 PRE 59JUNKO HABASAKI AND YASUAKI HIWATARI
results mean that long time intervals are frequently obser
for the localized component, whereas short time intervals
frequently observed for the diffusive component. The me
waiting time of the jump motion̂t& is usually defined by

^t&5E
0

`

t8f~ t8!dt8 ~2!

and N(T) ~the number of jumps accumulated untilT) is
obtained fromT/^t&. Thus N(t) is related tof(t). Wang
@15# has discussed the importance of a stochastic func
U(t), which is the total number of ‘‘jump’’ events in (0,t) in
Lévy motion @the Klafter-Blumen-Shlesinger~KBS! model
@16##, where straight motion steps of particles are interrup
by jumps. By ‘‘jump’’ he means a scattering event when t
direction of velocity is chosen anew. Therefore, the phys
meaning of the jump differs from that in our flight motio

FIG. 2. Displacements of seven Li ions with large motion
Li2SiO3 at 700 K.

FIG. 3. Distribution of the jump intervals during 1 ns for type
~a! A and ~b! B.
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where long jumps are interrupted by trapping. However
we neglect the geometrical term,^U(t)& is directly related to
the mean square displacement and the role ofU(t) is the
same as that ofN(t), in spite of the different physical mean
ings. Thus the discussion aboutU(t) will be applicable to
N(t),

N~ t !5E
0

t

Z~ t8!dt8, ~3!

whereZ(t) is the indicator function for the jump event. Th
long time limit of ^N(t)&/t is a measure of the intermittenc
of the dynamics as introduced for the turbulent flow
Townsend@17#. TheN(t) (t→`) for different values ofg is
known to be@15#

^N~ t !&;H ~singp/Agp!tg, g,1

t

A ln~ t/A!
, g51

t/~11t1!, g.1.

~4!

When g,1 the fractal time is as usually observed in t
slow dynamics in glasses. The trapping diffusion model@18#
successfully explains the glass transition of fragile glas
such as soft core glass, where the power law distribution
the waiting time is observed.

In a glassy state, the first moment of the waiting tim
distribution is infinite. In the case withg,1, regenerative
events occur on a random subset in time. This overcomes
divergence of the dynamics and time dependent chara
will be observed~the probability of jump motion decrease
and vanishes in the longert limit !. On the other hand, the
mean waiting time in the case ofg.1 ~it may be described
also as fractal time in a broad sense! is finite. In such a case
the long time behavior of the dynamics is expected to

FIG. 4. Mean positions of particles of typesA and B during a
1-ns run plotted every 100 ps.A, gray;B, white.
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FIG. 5. x-y andx-z projections of the trajectories of the seven Li ions with large motions during a 1-ns run. The ions correspond t
in Fig. 2.
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come independent of time and to be a Debye type@2,15#. If
the mean waiting timê t& is regarded as a constant, the
N(t) should increase linearly even in a short time regio
However, the slope in the log-log plot ofN againstt in Table
I for type B ions is greater than 1. This means that the wa
ing time of the jump is a function of time in the observe
time region. In the present system, the acceleration of ju
interval is considered as the cause of the waiting time dis
bution ofg.1. Namely, the next jump motion happens mo
quickly as a result of the previous jump~due to cooperative
jumps! and the waiting time distribution withg.1 consists
of time dependent subsets. When the mean waiting time
haves as;A1t2b8 in a limited time region~whereA is a
constant!, N(t) becomes;t11b8. Thus the acceleration o
the dynamics is caused not only by the forward correla
jumps but also by the change in frequency of jump event
a short time region. In the KBS model@16#, the Lévy flight is
connected to a fractal time withg,1. In the present system
the power distribution of the characteristic length of jum
motions is not coupled with a fractal time withg,1. The
mixed alkali effect~the large decrease in ion dynamics in t
mixed alkali glasses! @6–8# is another example of the slow
dynamics in a glass. The slowing down of the diffusion
alkali metal ions in LiKSiO3 were explained by the blockag
of cooperative jumps by the interception of the jump paths
different kinds of alkali ions@5,9–12,19#. In contrast with
the glass transition described by the trapping diffus
model, where the waiting time distribution plays a domina
role in determining the dynamics, the change in the g
metrical term plays an important role in the mixed alk
effect.

C. Heterogeneity of the dynamics

An illustration of the trajectories of particles of typeA and
B ions using definition I is shown in Fig. 4, where the me
positions of Li ions in every 100 ps during 1 ns are plotte
In some small regions, typesA andB seem to mix with each
other; however, in other regions, no mixing occurs. The h
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erogeneity of the dynamics held for a fairly long tim
(; ns), thus both types keep their characteristics up to
nanosecond regions. The total jump path has three dim
sional connections, as already mentioned in a previous p
@12#; however, the region for componentB has lower dimen-
sion. That is, the effective conduction path is low dime
sional due to the large forward correlations in the coope
tive jump motions. The trajectories of seven particles, wh
show large displacements during 1 ns, projected onto thex-y
andx-z planes for typeB are shown in Fig. 5 and can be see
to overlap each other. This means that a common path
these particles exists. Silicate glasses with high lithium c
tents are known as materials of high conductivity. Low d
mensional motion in high dimensional paths should play
role in the effective transport.

IV. CONCLUSION

Some characteristics of the slow and fast dynamics i
metasilicate glass have been examined. Both the slow
down and acceleration of the jump motion were related
both space and time terms. A large forward correlation pr
ability and shorter time intervals of the jumps due to coo
erative jumps accelerate the dynamics of the lithium ions.
contrast, the large back correlation probability and the lo
time intervals of single jumps cause slowing down of t
dynamics near the glass transition region. Thus there are
possible mechanisms to accelerate the jump diffusion. On
to change the geometrical nature of the jump paths and
tions. The other is to change the temporal character of
jump. The cooperative motion of like ions plays a role a
celerating both factors in the lithium metasilicate system.
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